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PROFILE

EDUCATION

EXPERIENCE

EXTRACURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES

SKILLS

Name-Surname: Thitaporn Titayastan
Nickname: Taete
Date of Birth: 20 January 1999

2017-2021 Chulalongkorn University
Degree: Interior Architecture

2010-2016 Mater Dei School
Mathematics-Science Program

2021
Interior Architects49 Limited
• Interior architect Internship

2020
Faculty of Architecture, 
National University of Laos
• Participated in International 
Architectural Design Workshop

2019
Architects49 Limited
• Interior architect internship

Hand Sketching 
Model Making 
Adobe InDesign 
Adobe Photoshop
Autodesk AutoCAD  

2018 
Tapadkarnlakorn | Anastasia
• Participated as an actress in the play

The European Heritage Open House Day
• Participated as an architectural tour guide
at the Residence of the Belgium Ambassador.

LANGUAGES

Thai - Native  
English - Intermediate

THITAPORN
TITAYASTAN

SketchUp 
Lumion
Enscape 
Laser Cutting
Microsoft Office 

2022
Intensive English Course | Summer 2022
• Kaplan International Cambridge, UK

2019
LakornXConcert | KrobDekSangBaan
• Participated as an actress in LakornXconcert
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 Interior Architectural Design Proposal for Kheerinthara hotel, sport and wellness is
designed with the goal of creating a new way of traveling by integrating sport and 
wellness into the design and programme of the hotel. With the philosophy of this project 
“The Greatest Wealth is Health”, we define our “Luxury Hotel” as a place that provides 
elevated health and wellness experience in Krabi and encourages people to have the best 
quality of life.

KEERINTHARA HOTEL, 
SPORT AND WELLNESS
KRABI, THAILAND

 In recent years, as more people expect 
to continue healthy lifestyle and spend their 
vacation time worthy by taking care of their 
physical and mental health. Krabi, a province that 
is famous for its breathtaking view with natural 
beauty of beaches and islands is truly a place of 
relaxation and rejuvenation. 
 Keerinthara hotel, sport and wellness, the 
first full cycles sport and wellness hotel in Krabi 
will definitely meet the need of wellness tourists 
and be a perfect destination for your weekend. 

L-Shape
contoured site

 Krabi, a province located on the west coast of Southern Thailand is known for its 
traditional Southern Thai uniqueness such as stunning scenery, culture destination and 
food. Moreover, Krabi has potential to be one of “Sport City” having mission to support 
tourism and sport industry, and establish city as a place for enhance people’s well-being.

 
 Sport tourists, people who travel actively and participate in sport activities during 
their trip are hotel’s target user.  

TARGET USER
 SPORT TOURISTS

KEERINTHARA HOTEL,
SPORT AND WELLNESS
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 This project takes inspiration from Krabi dramatic landscape using local material and 
narrative sequences. The intension of the project is to provide new exciting experience
through interior storytelling that connects with the programme of the project and 
establishs connection between context and guests.

LAYOUT

The entrance creates a transition space between outside world and the hotel. 

  ENTRANCE

KEERINTHARA HOTEL,
SPORT AND WELLNESS

KEERINTHARA HOTEL,
SPORT AND WELLNESS
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  LOBBY

  U-DINING

The lowest places in this project are spa and club house which are private and peaceful. 

Waves of sea/
Krabi Emerald pool 

  SPA/ONSEN  

KEERINTHARA HOTEL,
SPORT AND WELLNESS
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GUESTROOM GUESTROOM

KEERINTHARA HOTEL,
SPORT AND WELLNESS

KEERINTHARA HOTEL,
SPORT AND WELLNESS
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Located in Chiang Mai, a city in mountainous northern Thailand, Pong Huen Ma 
boutique hotel invites long-stay travelers on an invaluable journey with horseback riding 

program. The hotel coordinates with Pong Horse Park, a horse riding school nearby.

PONG HUEN MA BOUTIQUE HOTEL
CHIANG MAI, THAILAND

HORSE BARN

LAYOUT

1st FLOOR PLAN

PONG HUEN MA
BOUTIQUE HOTEL

2nd FLOOR PLAN 3rd FLOOR PLAN
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CONCEPT DESIGN

The pandemic has shifted travelers’ focus to be interested in 
nature destination and outdoor activities. People are eager 
to explore new places and try new experiences.

Chiangmai local materials are main materials 
in this project. Designer aims to support local 
farmers by turning animals’ leftover in Chaingmai 
into interior material, for example, turning dried 
paddy straw into acoustic absorber.

PONG HUEN MA
BOUTIQUE HOTEL

PONG HUEN MA
BOUTIQUE HOTEL

  GUESTROOM BALCONY
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CHOOJAI AND FRIENDS OFFICE
BANGKOK, THAILAND

Located off Sukumvit 24 Road, Choojai and Friends is a PR Agency who aims to produce
meaningful works, as in positive, thoughtful and unselfish. Choojai and Friends was founded by

a group of good friends and former coworker at Lowe.

RECEPTION

LAYOUT

LONG SECTION

LAYOUT

1. Reception
2. Waste disposal area
3. Working area
4. Creative space
5. Dining area
6. Meeting room
7. Toilet
8. Storage
9. Garden

  ENTRANCE
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 The programme for Choojai and Friends
office includes a reception area, a waste 
desposal area, working area, private meeting 
rooms, creative spaces, a dining space and 
pantry.

 Positioning spaces based on public,
semi-private and private designations by 
grouping space with similar demands will 
defind level of privacy in each areas and
support a variety of working style of office 
employees.

 The design draws inspiration from the 
character of Choojai and friends agency by 
using curve form to soften building’s impact 
and integrates into its environment. There 
are mix of white, warm and recycle material 
in this project to enhance the sense of nature 
and homeliness.

 To enhance the sense of nature, 
eco-friendly and warm material such as cork 
wood, plywood, liquid wallpaper, taupe and
white aluminium are main material for this 
project.

  MEETING ROOM

  WASTE DISPOSAL AREA

CHOOJAI AND FRIENDS
OFFICE
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HIDDEN REHABILITATION CENTER
BANGKOK, THAILAND

Hidden Rehabilitation center is Located within Ratchadapisek-Rama 9, the new 
central business district of Bangkok. Due to the increasing numbers of employees suffering 
from office syndrome, main target user of this project is office workers, a group of people 
having long period of unhealthy positions such as sitting in front of a computer screen
for several hours. Rehabilitation treatment is applicable to all ages not only elderly patients.

MANUAL THERAPY AREA

REHABILITATION

1st FLOOR PLAN

1. Welcome area
2. Waiting area
3. Consulting room
4. Locker
5. Pharmacy
6. Doctor’s relaxing area
7. Doctor room
8. Laundry
9. Trash room

2nd FLOOR PLAN

1. Manual therapy room
2. Waiting area
3. Therapist meeting room

3rd FLOOR PLAN

1. Manual therapy area
2. Waiting area
3. Physical therapy room
4. Movement therapy area
5. Rehabilitation equipment
6. Storage

HIDDEN
REHABILITATION CENTER
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The concept of Hidden rehabilitation center ”Hidden garden” is chosen to represent escapism
and inner peace. Using wood and frosted glass as main material and designing building interior 
with curve in this project to create cozy and private environment. Designer aims to make 

rehabilitation center as a hidden place for improving both physical and mental health.

  RECEPTION

  WAITING AREA

HIDDEN
REHABILITATION CENTER

REHABILITATION CENTER PROGRAM
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  PHYSICAL THERAPY ROOM

  MOVEMENT THERAPY AREA

Training stair

Short physical bed 
with cushion

Paralle Bar

3rd Floor
Movement therapy area

HIDDEN
REHABILITATION CENTER
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PUBLIC TOILET
BANGKOK, THAILAND

 Retro party is the concept of this project. 
The toilet is located next to train night market
rachada, and it is designed to be a toilet that reflects 
character of the train night market.

 Trusol project aims to design a toilet providing
a sense of retro style using bright accents of colour
contrast with the white furniture, and using
the LED light plays along the wall to affect mood 
of users. This is because the LED light increase
alertness and energy level of people. Due to the
increasing demand, the colour and light help the user
to be more active and use the toilet faster.

PUBLIC TOILET
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 The programme for this project includes male toilet,
female toilet and accessible toilet.

MASTER PLAN

1. Semi-public sink area
2. Male toilet

3. Female toilet
4. Accessible toilet

MASTER PLAN

There are bright green, red, blue, yellow and white material to enhance 
sense of retro style. Moreover, using solid surface in this project as a 

main material in toilet because it is easy to clean and stylish.

ACCESSIBLE TOILET MALE TOILET

FEMALE TOILET

PUBLIC TOILETPUBLIC TOILET
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TIMA
BANGKOK, THAILAND

 TIMA is a representative of innovative 
handicraft from southern Thailand. There are 
four TIMA’s collections, consisting of Krapoh
and Kanjaak, Hang Auan, Birdcage collection.
Using traditional materials and cultural 
technique, Thai designer Supachai Klaewtanong 
aims to integrate design and cultural factors 
from his hometown to promote local culture in
the global market.

 Jaak Lighting and Punjaak, highlight 
of the exhibition from Birdcage collection, is 
characterised by its traditional birdcage 
structure, which takes the natural shape of 
“Jaak” or Nipa plam, a plant commonly
found in the South of Thailand.  Creative lighting 
and shadow from Jaak lighting and Punjaak can 
draw the consumer’s attention.

 The exhibition is composed of three
sequential areas, each defined by level of 
illumination and transparency. To create an 
impressive appearance to exhibition, each area 
is designed in order to emphasize different types 
of products.  

TIMA
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FURNITURE LAYOUT
 TIMA PRODUCTS

TARGET CUSTOMER

Krapoh & Kanjaak
Collection

Hang Auan
Collection

Birdcase
Collection

Birdcase
Collection

TIMA
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T I L K
  FURNITURE DESIGN 2020

TAETE X MILK

 Bangkok design week 2021 is the event 
for showcasing creative business and designs. 
Tilk chair is designed under the Bangkok design 
week 2021 theme “Resurgence of Possibilities”.

 Nowadays, the pendemic has completely
changed our daily routine. For example, 
numbers of employees working at home is 
increasing. They spend countless hours sitting 
in a fixed position in front of computer screens
which is the leading causes of office syndrome.

 Tilk chair is designed for doing chair 
stretching that benefits your posture, mobility 
and balance in an easy way to prevent 
health problems. The Tilk char’s armrest with 
resistance band inside is designed to be able to 
pull out for doing upper body stretch.

 In addition, back cushion and seat 
cushion are designed with ergonomic shape 
to provide comfort and back support during
long working days.

TILK CHAIR
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SECTION

PLAN

ELEVATION

3 WAYS TO DO CHAIR STRETCHING

TILK CHAIRTILK CHAIR
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